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Book by Becker Ph.D., Catherine

Ã‚Â As someone who collects (well, more like "hoards") and reads with various types of divination

decks, I have to say that this is the most unique deck that I've ever owned, and dare I say, my

favorite! From the way the card interpretations are told in the reference book, to the symbolisms

significant to Hawaiian Culture seen in the cards, this deck truly has it's own authentic "mana." I've

recently had a newfound appreciation for Hawaiian culture, due to the fact that I just completed a

Hawaiian Studies class at my university, so it was so exciting going through each card and reading

the stories behind the Hawaiian terms and images.I will admit, these cards were a bit difficult to get

into, only because each card has so many references specific to Hawaiian culture that would not be

obvious unless you had a Ph.D on the subject, so do expect to be reading the reference booklet

often. However, the booklet is seriously like reading a storybook: it has background information on

the main themes of the card, a Hawaiian chant, as well as the card's interpretation. The wording

makes you feel like you're being told advice from your great Hawaiian grandmother. There really is

an immense amount of wisdom contained in the booklet alone, and I guarantee you that, as you

read for others, you'll learn that a lot of the Hawaiian wisdom can apply to your own daily life.As a



reader, I use this deck mainly for "soul journey" questions, such as "Am I on the right path for my

career?", "What is my soul purpose?", "What do I need to know about this future situation?", etc. My

clients have loved the images and deep messages that I've relayed to them from these

cards.Overall, it's a very enlightening deck that's sure to teach you a lot about yourself and the most

down-to-earth way of life from the native Hawaiians' perspective.

As a regular user of angel, oracle, and tarot cards who had been introduced to this deck through

yoga teacher training, I had to have them! As a huge lover of Hawaii, they're now my favorite cards.

The lessons and messages are inspiring and spot-on every time I explore and draw cards. The

illustrations are absolutely gorgeous. I'm brought back to my happy place on the islands with each

and every experience with these treasures.

I ordered this set of 'mana cards' and only received the book, not the cards which are supposed to

be included with the book....BOGUS! Definitely not satisfied :((

I had already seen and read some of the cards and really wanted to buy it, so yes, they did meet my

expectation. Glad to have them. Whatever question a person might need an answer to can be

asked and the cards seem to intuitively fall on your lap and respond in just the right way (giving you

a possible answer or road to follow towards answering your need).

i first encountered this set of mana cards in hawaii and they were an incredible addition to the

retreat, providing food for mediation and reflection as well as learning about hawaiian mythology

and philosophy. i decided i had to own my own set. i'm not really into "fortune telling" or tarot like

readings, so my favorite way to use the cards is to meditate for a moment about a problem i'm

having or something i'm seeking direction in, then draw a card from the deck. i study the illustration

to see what i gather from it, then go to the companion book, and learn about the name and meaning

behind it. 9 times out of 10 upon reading the interpretation i find it to be an incredibly relevant

response. it only takes a moment of my day, and i feel more conscious of myself and my purpose.

These cards are absolutely stunning. Learning about Hawaiian wisdom while also learning about

myself is a very special and important experience. Very beautiful Tarot deck! Highly recommend

adding this to your collection.



I got this deck off the recommendation of a new friend. I have used many oracle decks over the

years and have loved some, not cared for others. But this deck of cards resonated with me instantly

from the moment they were out of the box!If you have drawn to investigate Hawaiian culture, if you

have delved into shamanism, I strongly recommend you give this deck a thorough look over. You

will not be disappointed.The book tells a bit of the mythology of what each card represents so the

meanings of the cards come alive. The suggested layouts are also well thought out with the

meanings of the placements. A wonderful tool to use on the journey into your inner being!

Very very piercing, they definitely lived up to the reputation that the Hawaiians are known for as an

ancient culture which has its roots in the right and left eye school of Horus in Egypt.
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